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SUMMARY
A rigorous methodology is presented for applying a contact angle as a contact line boundary condition
within a 3D volume-of-fluid-based flow algorithm, based on the recently developed height function
methodology that yields accurate interface normals and curvatures from volume fractions. We demonstrate
that the approach yields accurate estimates of curvature and surface tension at a contact line, values that
converge with spatial refinement. We then study the efficacy of this approach via examples of both static
and dynamic contact line phenomena. Copyright q 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The volume-of-fluid, or VOF, methodology is a widespread approach for representing fluid interfaces and, when coupled to a flow solver, is also used to compute quantities related to surface
tension that enter the flow calculation. Until recently, however, the VOF method was not generally
deemed appropriate for the study of phenomena in which surface tension is the driving force (e.g.
the wetting and dewetting of solid surfaces, as occurs in droplet and spray technologies as well
as in various natural phenomena). However, recent improvements to calculating curvature  and
applying the surface tension force appear to resolve this issue [1–5].
We recently applied these developments to the simulation of 2D flows that include contact lines
[6], which appear as a single point in a domain; this work followed up on that of Renardy et al.
[7], who applied older VOF methods to a similar problem. Here, we extend that model to 3D,
where a contact line is the curve at which a fluid–fluid interface and a solid boundary meet. In the
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remainder of this Introduction, we briefly summarize the recent developments in VOF methodology
that have enabled this work, and then present an overview of other 3D approaches for treating
contact lines.
The VOF method is an interface capturing technique that tracks fluid volume, and so interfaces are
represented implicitly. This representation makes it difficult to calculate accurate interface normals
and curvatures and, hence, VOF simulations of surface tension-driven interfacial phenomena are
typically characterized by significant so-called ‘spurious currents’ [8], flow induced solely by
the discretization and by a lack of convergence with mesh refinement. An example of such an
older method is the model of Bussmann et al. [9, 10] for simulating drop impact phenomena,
which was a three-dimensionalization of the RIPPLE code of Kothe and Mjolsness [11], the first
implementation of the continuum surface force (CSF) method [12] for treating surface tension as
a volumetric rather than as a surface force. The contact line boundary condition was imposed by
reorienting normals at cell vertices near the contact line, to reflect a specified contact angle.
Unfortunately, this approach, and the associated methods for evaluating interface normals and
curvatures based on calculating the gradient of the volume fraction field, has recently been shown
to be relatively inaccurate, and to not converge with mesh refinement. Yet such methods continue
to be used (e.g. [13–15]) in 3D VOF codes to model similar phenomena.
Recent work on two fronts appears to improve the VOF/CSF methodology dramatically. First,
Renardy and Renardy [4] and Francois et al. [3] have clearly shown that surface tension (when
applied as a volumetric force acting on fluid near an interface, via the CSF method of Brackbill
et al. [12]) must be applied in a way that is ‘consistent’ with the calculation of the pressure gradient
field, so that for the simple case of a static drop, when the curvature is exactly prescribed, the
calculation yields the exact jump in pressure and induces no spurious currents. Second, methods
have been developed recently to accurately calculate interface normals and curvatures from volume
fractions: (E)LVIRA [16], PROST [4], and so-called height functions (HF) [1, 3, 5] yield normals
and curvatures that converge with mesh refinement. Put together, VOF now appears to be a viable
methodology for the accurate representation of surface tension-driven phenomena [2].
Unlike in 2D, there are relatively few examples of 3D interfacial flow codes that incorporate
algorithms for treating contact lines; the ones we present here are representative of the variety of
approaches that are used. Baer et al. [17] and Walkley et al. [18] are examples of Lagrangian
finite element methods, in which a boundary fitted moving mesh is aligned with fluid interfaces.
In both cases, the authors imposed local slip at the contact line to allow mesh nodes to slide along
a solid surface. Among Eulerian methods, Kang et al. [19] employed a lattice Boltzmann method
to study the displacement of a droplet in a duct; in this case fluid wettability was varied via a
fluid/solid interactive force, that in turn yielded different contact angles. Ding and Spelt [20] used
a diffuse-interface method based on the convective Cahn–Hilliard equation to model the motion
of droplets on solid surfaces, and used these results to demonstrate that a geometric-based contact
line boundary condition was preferable to one based on specifying surface energies. Liu et al. [21]
presented a sharp interface approach based on the level set method, in which the level set field in
the vicinity of the contact line is redistanced in order to impose a specified contact angle (different
for advancing and receding contact lines), and a slip condition is imposed on grid points in the
vicinity of the contact line.
Finally, in addition to the previously mentioned 3D codes for modeling drop impact
[9, 10, 13–15], two other VOF codes need to be mentioned. First, Veldman et al. [22] recently
presented a 3D VOF code based on the original scheme of Hirt and Nichols [23] for simulating
one-phase free-surface flows. Instead of using the CSF model, surface tension is implemented
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as a boundary condition for pressure at the free surface, with curvatures calculated using an HF
methodology, albeit one based on a small stencil. That methodology is then extended to treat
contact lines, in a manner similar to that presented here, although few details of the implementation
are presented, as the emphasis of the paper is on the application of the model to fluid sloshing
aboard spacecraft. Second, the commercial software FLOW-3D (www.flow3d.com), well known
as a VOF-based interfacial flow code, includes a model for fluid wetting that is very different from
others. Instead of prescribing the orientation of the interface at a contact line, FLOW-3D calculates
a surface stress from Young’s equation (which describes the force balance at a static contact
line), and then applies that stress along the solid surface near the contact line. Consequently, the
code predicts a dynamic contact angle; comparison with some experimental data suggests that the
method yields qualitatively correct results [24, 25].
With that as background, the focus of this paper is the extension and application of recent
developments in VOF/CSF methodology to the treatment of contact lines in a 3D VOF model. The
HF method is employed for the accurate computation of normals, curvatures, and surface tension
forces, both at fluid–fluid interfaces away from solid boundaries and at contact lines, for a wide
range of contact angles (30◦ 150◦ ), albeit not for extreme wetting ( → 0◦ ) and non-wetting
( → 180◦) conditions. Contact line slip is achieved implicitly, as the advection scheme that we
use to advect volume fractions utilizes face-centered velocities, so that the nearest velocity to the
contact line is one half cell width above a solid boundary.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present a brief overview
of the numerical methodology, with emphasis on the 3D techniques for modeling surface tension
in general, and contact lines in particular; more detail on the numerical methodology is presented
in [6]. In Section 3, we present convergence studies and examples of contact line phenomena, to
demonstrate the efficacy of the model. In Section 4 we summarize this work.

2. NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
2.1. Mathematical model
The Navier–Stokes equations govern an incompressible two-phase flow:
1
Ut +∇ ·(UU ) = (−∇ p +∇ ·((∇U +∇U T ))+ Fst + Fb )


(1)

where U is velocity, p pressure,  density,  viscosity, Fst = n̂ a volumetric surface tension
force ( is the surface tension coefficient,  the curvature,  the Dirac delta function, and n̂ the
unit normal to the interface), and Fb represents any other body forces acting on the fluid. Each
fluid is considered to be incompressible; hence, the continuity equation:
∇ ·U = 0

(2)

is valid for the whole domain.
For a two fluid system, a function f (= 0 in a fluid 1, and 1 in fluid 2) represents the interface;
the advection equation for f is:
*t f +U ·∇ f = 0
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Density and viscosity may vary from phase to phase, but are assumed constant in a particular
phase. These are evaluated via volume-weighted formulae:
 = 1 +(2 −1 ) f

(4)

 = 1 +(2 −1 ) f

(5)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two fluids.
2.2. Numerical model
The basis for the numerical model is an early version of Gerris [26, 27], at the time a variable density
incompressible Euler solver based on the work of Almgren et al. [28], into which we incorporated
algorithms for evaluating the surface tension and variable viscosity terms. An adaptively refined
approximate projection method based on a variable density fractional-step scheme is utilized to
discretize Equations (1)–(5) in space and time. All variables are collocated at cell centers; normal
velocities are also calculated at face centers. Velocity, viscosity, and density are calculated at times
t n , pressure at t n+1/2 .
In the first step of the fractional-step scheme, we calculate an intermediate velocity field U ∗∗ as:
U ∗∗ −U n
1
1
n
= −[∇ ·(UU )]n+1/2 + n+1 ∇ ·(n (∇U +∇U T ) )+ n+1 Fbn+1
t



(6)

In the second step, we project U ∗∗ onto an approximately divergence-free velocity field, and solve
the following Poisson problem:

L




1 ∗∗
1
n+1
p
=
∇
·
+
F̃
Ũ
t
n+1
n+1 st
1

(7)

for pressure and for an update to the velocity field. Here, L is an approximate projection operator,
Ũ ∗∗ is the face-centered velocity approximated from the cell-centered velocity U ∗∗ , and F̃st is the
face-centered surface tension force (to be discussed). U n+1 is then obtained from:
U n+1 = U ∗∗ −

t
(∇ p − Fstn+1 )
n+1

(8)

n

Discretization of the viscous term ∇ ·(n (∇U +∇U T ) and the nonlinear advection term
[∇ ·(UU )]n+1/2 requires quantities available at time t n ; a second-order Godunov-type scheme is
used to discretize the advection terms. A time- and face-centered velocity field is obtained in the
process of evaluating [∇ ·(UU )]n+1/2 . This velocity field is exactly projected onto a divergencefree velocity field, and so we use this face velocity field to calculate a conservative update to f
via Equation (3). Density n+1 and viscosity n+1 are then evaluated from f n+1 .
A balanced-force implementation of the CSF model [12] is used to discretize Fst , in which n̂
is approximated as ∇ f :
Fst = ∇ f
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To enforce consistency, the pressure gradient and surface tension forces are considered together
(in Equations (7) and (8)) and are discretized in the same way. As we discretize ∇ p at cell faces
(Equation (7)), the surface tension force F̃st is evaluated there too. The cell-centered pressure
gradient and surface tension forces in Equation (8) are then calculated by simple averaging from
face values, again to ensure that the discretization errors associated with Fst and ∇ p cancel.
The equations are solved on an adaptive Cartesian mesh in which cells that satisfy a given
criterion are locally refined or coarsened. For this work, all cells that contained an interface, as
well as direct and indirect neighboring cells, were uniformly resolved. This greatly simplified the
discretization of discontinuous quantities across the interface. Away from the interface, the mesh
was free to adapt.
2.3. The VOF method
In the VOF method, the discrete form of the function f represents the volume fraction of a cell
filled with, in this case, fluid 2. Away from the interface, f = 0 or 1; ‘interface cells’ are those
that are partially full (0< f <1). Equation (3) is usually solved in two steps: a geometric interface
reconstruction, followed by advection of the reconstructed fluid near the interface. In this work,
the reconstruction is a ‘piecewise linear interface calculation’ (PLIC), followed by a Lagrangian
advection step [29].
In the PLIC technique, given a volume fraction f and an approximate normal vector n, a linear
(in 2D) or planar (in 3D) interface is constructed within each interface cell, which corresponds
exactly to f and n. Here, we implemented the HF methodology to calculate n, and also used it as
the basis for the contact line implementation presented here.
2.4. The HF method
In what follows, we present the HF methodology for the uniform grid spacing  that we imposed
near interface cells; the extension to a non-uniform grid is relatively straightforward.
The HF methodology [1, 3, 5] is a VOF-based technique for calculating interface normals and
curvatures. About each interface cell, fluid ‘heights’ are calculated by summing fluid volume in
the direction most normal to the interface (estimated here as ∇ f using the stencil of [30]). In 2D
(a methodology that we require for our 3D contact angle implementation), we construct a 7×3
stencil around an interface cell. For example, for the cell (i, j ) illustrated in Figure 1, |n y |>|n x |,
and so the heights are evaluated by summing volume fractions vertically:
hi =

k=
j +3
k= j −3

f i,k 

(10)

with similar expressions for h i−1 and h i+1 . The heights h are then used to compute an interface
normal n and curvature :
n = (h x , −1)
=

(11)

h xx
(1+h 2x )3/2

(12)

where h x and h xx are discretized using second-order central differences.
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Figure 1. The 7×3 stencil used to construct 2D HFs.

In 3D, a 7×3×3 stencil is constructed about an interface cell. For example, for an interface
oriented most normal to the z direction, n and  are computed as:
n = (h x , h y , −1)
=

h xx +h yy +h xx h 2y +h yy h 2x −2h xy h x h y
(1+h 2x +h 2y )3/2

(13)
(14)

Cummins et al. [1] have shown that curvatures calculated in this way are second-order accurate.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, surface tension forces are calculated at cell faces, and so we
require face-centered curvatures. When a face neighbors two interface cells, curvature is evaluated
as the average of two cell-centered values; when a face neighbors just one interface cell, we simply
assign that cell-centered curvature to the face.
2.5. The contact angle boundary condition
The value of the contact angle affects the overall flow calculation in two ways: it defines the
orientation of the VOF reconstruction in cells that contain the contact line and it influences the
calculation of Fst by affecting the curvature calculated in cells at and near the contact line. In
what follows, we detail algorithms for identifying such cells, and then for calculating normals and
curvatures in these cells. For simplicity of presentation, we arbitrarily define the solid surface as
x (in 2D) and x.y (in 3D).
2.5.1. Identifying ‘contact line’ and ‘adjacent’ cells. We begin with a brief description of the
methodology in 2D, illustrated in Figure 2. Along a solid boundary, we define a ‘contact line cell’
as an interface cell that has at least one neighbor along a solid boundary that is completely empty
(for 90◦ ) or full (for >90◦ ). We then define ‘adjacent cells’ as interface cells along the solid
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f = 0 f = 0.2
θ f = 0.9 f = 1

(a)

f = 1 f = 0.8
θ

f = 0.1 f = 0

(b)

Figure 2. A contact line cell (•) and an adjacent cell (): (a) <90◦ and (b) >90◦ .

boundary that neighbor contact line cells. Note that this implies that there may be interface cells
along a solid boundary that are neither contact line nor adjacent cells, as might occur when a thin
film (of thickness less than ) wets a solid surface. Such cells are simply treated as any other
interface cell away from a contact line.
In 3D, as illustrated in Figure 3 for <90◦ , contact line cells are identified in a similar way, by
checking all neighboring cells (including corner neighbors) along a solid boundary. Adjacent cells
are then those that neighbor a contact line cell. The pseudocode descriptions of the algorithms for
identifying contact line and adjacent cells are in Appendix A.
Having identified contact line and adjacent cells, we now describe methodologies for calculating
normals and curvatures in these cells, and we conclude by summarizing these algorithms via
pseudocode.
2.5.2. Normals and curvatures in ‘contact line cells’. In 2D, a contact line normal ncl is uniquely
determined by the contact angle. In 3D, however, a family of vectors makes the angle  with the
normal to a solid boundary ns , as shown in Figure 4. In order to determine the normal ncl to
the interface at the contact line, we first use 2D HFs to determine ncl.xy , the projection of ncl in
the x.y plane.
Consider cells in the x.y plane just above a solid boundary, illustrated in Figure 5. For cell
(i, j, 1), for example, ncl.xy = (h y , −1), where in this case, the HF is oriented in the x direction,
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Figure 3. Contact line (•) and adjacent () cells along a 3D contact line. The volume
fractions correspond to a value of <90◦ .
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ncl-xy

θ

ncl

Figure 4. ncl. xy is the projection of the contact line normal ncl onto the x.y plane,
defined by an outward normal ns .
z
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ncl-xy θ
cell (i,j,1)

Figure 5. Height functions next to the solid surface are used to calculate ncl.xy , the projection of the
contact line normal ncl onto the x.y plane.
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and h y is evaluated as:
hy =

h i, j +1,1 −h i, j −1,1
2

(15)

The z-component of ncl is then defined to reflect the contact angle, which leads to:
ncl = (h y , −1, |ncl. xy |/ tan )

(16)

To compute the curvature in a contact line cell, we require a 7×3×3 HF stencil, the orientation
of which depends on the contact angle. Strictly speaking, for 45◦ <<135◦ , one would use a
‘horizontal’ (oriented in the x or y direction) HF; for <45◦ and >135◦ , which correspond
to conditions of near wetting and non-wetting, respectively, one would use a ‘vertical’ (oriented
in the z direction) HF. Vertical HFs, however, are difficult to construct accurately, and so we
limit ourselves to horizontal HFs along a solid boundary, although we can apply the methodology
somewhat beyond 45◦ <<135◦ . However, this methodology is not appropriate for extreme wetting
and non-wetting values of .
Returning briefly to 2D, consider Figure 6, where the fluid heights h j =1 and h j =2 are computed
in the horizontal direction. To calculate the curvature in the contact line cell, the value of the fluid
height beyond the flow domain h j =0 is required; this is the value that lies in the so-called ‘ghost
cells’. h j =0 is extrapolated linearly from h j =1 to reflect the known contact angle:
h j =0 = h j =1 +/ tan 

(17)

In 3D, the 7×3×3 HF stencil is built around the stencil for ncl.xy , as illustrated in Figure 5.
Six of the nine fluid heights are known; the three others in the ghost cells (h i, j −1,0 , h i, j,0, and
h i, j +1,0) must be calculated. Unlike in 2D, these three heights are functions not only of the contact
angle, but also of the orientation of the HF stencil relative to ncl.xy , as illustrated in Figure 7, that
looks down onto the x.y plane.
Just like in 2D, Equation (17) defines how  affects the change in fluid height from just above
a surface to the ghost cells below, and would define the values of the three ghost cell fluid heights
exactly if ncl.xy were aligned with the HF stencil. But referring to Figure 7, when the HF stencil
makes an angle  with ncl.xy , that angle must also be taken into account, and leads to the following

hj=2
hj=1
hj=0
ncl
Figure 6. The height h j =0 in the ghost cells is determined so that the interface orientation
at the contact line corresponds to ncl .
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projected
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hi,j,0
Δ/tan(θ)

contact line

α

ncl-xy

x
hi,j-1,1
z

hi,j,1

hi,j+1,1

y

Figure 7. The ghost cell heights h i, j −1,0 , h i, j,0 and h i, j +1,0 are determined so that the interface orientation
at the contact line corresponds to the contact line normal.

expression for the ghost cell fluid height h i, j,0:
h i, j,0 = h i, j,1 +/(tan ·cos )

(18)

with corresponding expressions for h i, j −1,0 and h i, j +1,0.
2.5.3. Normals and curvatures in ‘adjacent cells’. The methodology for calculating normals and
curvatures in adjacent cells (those next to contact line cells) also requires special treatment. Unlike
HFs for contact line cells, which we limit to a horizontal orientation (i.e. oriented in the x or y
directions), we allow HFs for adjacent cells to be oriented in any way, including vertically.
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the HF orientation is chosen by calculating a normal via the
stencil of [30]. In order to calculate that normal in adjacent cells, and in order to construct vertical
HFs if necessary, volume fractions must be assigned to the neighboring ghost cells, by extending
reconstructed interfaces in contact line cells into the underlying ghost cells, as illustrated in 2D in
Figure 8(a). Other ghost cells beneath fluid 2 are then assigned as f = 1 (if 90◦ ) or ghost cells
beneath fluid 1 are assigned as f = 0 (if >90◦ ). Ghost cells on the other side of the contact line
do not enter into the calculation of normals and curvatures.
Horizontal HFs for adjacent cells are then constructed as for contact line cells: three fluid heights
are calculated in the ghost cells, as described in Section 2.5.2. To construct a vertical HF for an
adjacent cell, the extrapolated ghost cell values are incorporated into the calculation, as illustrated
in Figure 8(b).
The algorithms for applying a contact angle as a boundary condition are summarized in
Appendix A.
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Figure 8. (a) The volume fraction in the ghost cell g is determined by extending the reconstructed interface
from the contact line cell c. (b) The heights h i−1 , h i , and h i+1 are required to determine the normal and
the curvature in the adjacent cell a.

3. RESULTS
We now present various results to illustrate the efficacy of our methodology. We examine errors
associated with contact line curvatures, and the amplitude of spurious currents for drops initialized
at equilibrium. We present a convergence study comparing the results of contact line-driven
computations at different grid resolutions. And we end with a sample result of a more complex
contact line-driven flow.
3.1. Convergence study
Consider 3D drops on an 1×1 surface, initialized by truncating a sphere of radius R = 0.25.
Figure 9 illustrates three such drops, for  = 60, 90, and 120◦ . Corresponding to a test case analyzed
by Renardy and Renardy [4], the drops and surrounding fluid have equal viscosity 1 and density 4,
and the surface
tension  = 0.357. The relevant non-dimensional quantity is the Ohnesorge number
√
Oh = / D ≈ 1.15, which is the ratio of viscous to surface tension forces. The initial velocity
is zero, and in the absence of gravity, the drops are at equilibrium, and should remain so. The
exact solution to the flow equations is a uniform zero velocity field and a pressure jump across
the interface that is exactly balanced by the surface tension force .
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θ = 90o

θ = 60o

θ = 120o

Figure 9. 3D drops at equilibrium,  = 60, 90, and 120◦ .

L1 error norm

1

o

θ=120
θ=90o
θ=60o
O(1)
O(2)

0.1

0.01

0.001
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0.1
Δ

Figure 10. L 1 norm of errors in contact line curvature, for drops at equilibrium ( = 60, 90, and 120◦ ).

L∞ error norm
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θ=120o
θ=90o
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0.001

1e-04
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Figure 11. L ∞ norm of spurious currents versus , for drops at equilibrium
( = 60, 90, and 120◦ ): t = 10−5 , t = 0.01.
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Table I. L 1 and L ∞ norms of errors in volume fractions, after an
initially hemispherical drop of radius R = 0.2 is drawn to a new
equilibrium configuration by changing  to 60◦ .

1
32
1
64
1
128

L1

L∞

7.13×10−4

3.08×10−1

1.62×10−4

1.72×10−1

4.59×10−5

1.07×10−1

Figure 12. Drops initially at equilibrium ( = 90◦ ) are exposed to a sudden change in  = 30, 45, and 60◦
(left to right) and viewed at = 0, 5, 10, 50 (top to bottom).

For these equilibrium configurations, the exact curvature exact = 2/R. Figure 10 presents the
L 1 norm of errors in curvature calculated only in contact line cells. The curvatures for  = 90◦
converge at a second-order rate and the errors are much smaller than those for the other values
of , because the 90◦ contact angle is equivalent to a symmetry boundary condition (h i, j,0 = h i, j,1
in Equation (18)), so that we would expect the same order of convergence as for curvatures
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Figure 13. Similar to Figure 12:  = 120◦ (left) at = 0, 5, 10, 50 (top to bottom) and  = 135 and 150◦
(center and right) at = 0, 4, 8, 20.

evaluated away from solid/mesh boundaries. On the other hand, for  = 60 and 120◦ , contact line
curvatures are first-order accurate, because h i, j,0 is no longer exact, but rather is obtained by linear
extrapolation.
Figure 11 presents the L ∞ norm of spurious currents at t = 0.01(t = 10−5); these are the
velocities induced in the domain by inexact values of curvature (if curvatures were exact, the
computed solution would be a zero velocity field). The results show that the spurious currents
diminish with mesh refinement when normals and curvatures are calculated via HFs. These results
compare well with those of the PROST method of Renardy and Renardy [4]; in their case they
studied a 3D static drop in equilibrium, without a contact line, and demonstrated the same behavior
of spurious currents with mesh refinement.
3.2. Contact line-driven drop spreading
An example of a surface tension-driven flow is a drop on a solid surface initially at equilibrium,
when suddenly a different contact angle is imposed; the drop fluid should accelerate toward a
steady state configuration defined by the new value of . Here we present a series of tests for
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Figure 14. Views from beneath the domain of drops driven by a sudden change
in  = 30, 45, 60, 120, 135, 150◦ (top to bottom) and times (left to right)
correspond to those of Figures 12 and 13.

30◦ 150◦. An initially hemispherical drop ( = 90◦) of radius R = 0.2 is placed at the bottom
of an 1×1×1 domain. The density ratio is  /g = 800, the viscosity ratio is  /g = 100, surface
tension is  = 0.1, and Oh ≈ 1.33×10−2. A no-slip condition is specified at the bottom of the
domain and an open boundary condition on all other walls.
To begin, we present the spatial convergence behavior for  = 60◦. The drop was deemed to reach
equilibrium when the magnitude of the maximum velocity reached a steady state; the velocities
are then the spurious currents induced by the numerical solution. We evaluated the computed
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Figure 15. Initial configuration of a drop on a heterogeneous surface:  = 120◦ imposed beneath the left
half of the drop and  = 60◦ imposed beneath the right half.

equilibrium configurations by comparing the steady state volume fraction field with the expected
volume fractions (corresponding to a spherical cap of the same volume, with  = 60◦ ), computed
to machine precision:
L1 =

N


| fi,exact − f i,approx. |i 3

(19)

i=1

L ∞ = max| fi,exact − f i |

(20)

N is the number of cells in the domain and i represents the size of a cell i in the adaptive
1 1
1
mesh. Table I presents L 1 and L ∞ norms of errors in volume fractions, for  = 32
, 64 , and 128
.
The results show that the mean and maximum errors decrease with mesh refinement at secondand first-order rates, respectively. More important, however, is that the maximum errors are well
below one, which implies that the steady state shapes are well within a single mesh cell of the
1
exact solutions; in fact, at  = 128
, the maximum deviation of the computed steady state profile is
approximately /10 from exact.
We now present results when we suddenly impose  = 30, 45, 60, 120, 135, and 150◦ on an
initially hemispherical drop at t = 0; these were computed on an adaptive mesh with the maximum
1
grid resolution  = 64
, and are presented in Figures 12 and 13. For 120◦ , the drops reach a
steady state configuration, as defined by a maximum velocity that is on the order of the magnitude
of the spurious currents. On the other hand, for >120◦ , the drops jump off the surface due to the
strong surface tension forces at the contact line, and the absence of gravity.
A difficult test of a 3D code with contact lines is its ability to maintain symmetry during
an axisymmetric calculation. An improper implementation of the surface tension force at the
contact line, and inaccurate curvatures, can lead to results that appear asymmetric, especially when
considering a contact line-driven flow. Figure 14 illustrates the evolution of contact lines for  =
30, 45, 60, 120, 135, and 150◦ . As shown, the results remain axisymmetric throughout.
3.3. An ‘electro-wetting’ example
Finally, we present the results of a simulation in which the contact line drives asymmetric motion.
Electro-wetting [31] is a technique that utilizes an applied electric field to change the wetting
behavior of a fluid on a solid surface. By applying a spatially varying field, the wetting behavior
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Figure 16. Side (left) and top views of a droplet on a heterogeneous surface, at t = 0,
2, 5, 7, 12, and 30 ms (top to bottom).
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will change spatially, and cause a drop of fluid to move on the surface. There have been recent
attempts to simulate such forced movement of a droplet on a surface [17, 18], a problem also of
interest in microfluidic processing.
Here, we present the results of a simulation that illustrates such a behavior, by prescribing a
spatially varying contact angle. A hemispherical droplet of radius R = 200 m is initially placed at
the bottom of an 1×1×1 mm domain; the fluid properties are those of water and air. The droplet
is at rest ( = 90◦) when suddenly  = 60 and 120◦ are imposed beneath halves of the droplet, as
illustrated in Figure 15. The results were computed on an adaptive mesh, with a maximum grid
1
resolution equal to 64
; a no-slip boundary condition was specified at the bottom of the domain
and an open boundary condition elsewhere. A sequence of results are shown in Figure 16, and
illustrate how the droplet is quickly drawn from the non-wetting to the wetting surface, which
leads to transient contact line profiles that are far from axisymmetric. Yet by 30 ms, the droplet
has reached a steady state shape corresponding to a spherical cap with  = 60◦.

4. SUMMARY
Building on recent improvements to the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method, we have presented a height
function-based methodology for the accurate representation of surface tension forces at contact
lines. Although VOF methods have been used before to model phenomena that include contact
lines, the implementation details have not previously been presented. Here we presented a detailed
and rigorous implementation, that includes algorithms for identifying so-called ‘contact line’ and
‘adjacent’ cells, as well as for calculating normals and curvatures in these cells. The model was
shown to accurately predict steady state configurations defined by the imposed contact angles,
from initial conditions far from equilibrium.

APPENDIX A

Algorithm 1 : Identify a contact line cell
for all cell along the solid boundary do
tag contact line cells:
if (0 < f (cell) < 1) then
for all neighboring cell N of cell do
if (90 and f (cell N ) == 0) then
cell is contact line
break
end if
if ( > 90 and f (cell N ) == 1) then
cell is contact line
break
end if
end for
end if
end for
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Algorithm 2 : Identify an adjacent cell
for all cell along the solid boundary that are not contact line do
tag adjacent cells:
if (0 < f (cell) < 1) then
for all neighboring cell N of cell do
if ((cell N ) is contact line) then
cell is adjacent
break
end if
end for
end if
end for

Algorithm 3 : Calculate ghost cell volume fractions
for all ghost cellg do
compute f :
if (cellg is beneath a contact line cell) then
f (cellg ) = reconstruct interface (cell)
else if (cellg is beneath fluid 2 and 90) then
f (cellg ) = 1
else if (cellg is beneath fluid 1 and  > 90) then
f (cellg ) = 0
else
/ cellg is on the other side of the contact line /
end if
end for

Algorithm 4 : Calculating normal n and curvature  in contact line and adjacent cells
for all interface cell do
if (cell is contact line) then
calculate n x , n y via 2D HF, and determine n z to reflect 
extrapolate HFs horizontally
calculate 
else if (cell is adjacent) then
if (horizontal HF stencil) then
extrapolate HFs
calculate n and 
else
/ vertical HF stencil /
construct vertical HFs
calculate n and  using HF
end if
else
/ cell is neither contact line nor adjacent /
end if
end for
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